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 Logging In 

 Finding your applicants 

 Navigating the Student Record 

 Retrieving Queries and Reports 

 Accessing the Reader (Application Evaluation) 

 

 Logging In 

URL: applynow.unc.edu/manage 

SSO: ONYEN and Password 

 This is the homepage of the “back-end” of SLATE. You will see this screen when you login 

 

 Finding your applicants 

o Click the  icon in the top of the homepage. 
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 This will bring the applicant look up page. You can type in any part of one of your 

applicant’s name , email, or phone number and they will be brought up in the list 

o If you would like to view all of you applicants, type a “%” into the box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Navigating the Student Record 

The Student Record contains both ‘Person’ details and ‘Application’ details.  Person details are 

usually found in the tabs across the top of the page while application details are commonly found 

in the links on the right hand side of the page. 

Person tabs include Dashboard, Timeline, Application Tab (notated with Period, Major, 

Application status), Profile, Materials, Details and may include additional tabs specific to 

application types.  
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The Application Tab shows basic application information including Major, Degree and Entry 

Term.  Application Status, In-Progress, Awaiting Payment, Awaiting Materials, etc. Current Bin 

(Reader/Evaluation Process) location, and Decision status.  Checlist items, uploaded materials, 

Decisions and Activities are also viewable from this tab.  
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 Retrieving Queries and Reports 

o Click the  icon in the top of the homepage. 

 

 This will bring up a list of all the queries and reports you have created and have access to 

 

 You can navigate between queries and reports using the menu on the right side. 
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 If you have a large number of queries, you can filter them by clicking the folders that they 

are stored under in the menu on the right side of the screen 
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 You may also filter between your personal queries that you have created and the list of 

share queries by using the same menu on the right side of the screen 

 

 

 

 

 Accessing the Reader (Application Evaluation) 

o Click the  icon in the top of the homepage. 
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 This will launch the reader application which is the same as the one accessed via the 

reader portal 

 Clicking on Browse will bring up the Reader Bin structure 

 

 

For more details on accessing applications from within the Reader Bins see the 

Reader/Evaluator documentation 


